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Key problem

 Accuracy: The generated events are 
at the nanosecond scale. 

 Performance: The analysis speed 
must be the same as, or higher than, 
the data rate. 

 Data buffering: The gathered data 
from a computer cluster is huge but  
the required data is smaller.

 Delay: Little delay must be added by 
analysis for tracing to diagnose 
problems and attacks in real time

 Convex-hull algorithm: This algorithm 
guarantees the best accuracy.

 Incremental algorithm: It refreshes 
synchronization as it receives accurate 
data.

 Layered improvements: Proposed 
online synchronization methods 
improve performance in different 
layers;

1) Indivitual connection

2) In a computer network

3) Time reference updates

Problems and solutions 
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“Streaming Mode Incremental Clock 
Synchronization“
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Two Clocks Synchronization

 Sent and Received messages sets 

  Guarantees no message inversion

 Two lines with Max & Min slope 

 The bisector of the angle formed by these 
two lines

Convex-Hull 

Lmax  = αmax θ+βmin

Lmin  = αminθ+βmax

Accuracy  = αmax−αmin

C A (t )  = αCB (t )+β
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Time Interval based approaches (1)

Advantages

 Performance

 No buffering 

 Simple to implement

Disadvantages
 Accuracy

Independent Window

Absent Approximate Accuracy=0.65 Accuracy=0.2 absent ...

W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 ...
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Time Interval based approaches (2)

Advantages

 Performance

 Simple to implement

Disadvantages
 High level accuracy is unobtainable 

Replacement approach

Absent Approximate Accuracy=0.65 Accuracy=0.2 Accuracy=0.2 ...

W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 ...
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Time Interval based approaches (3)

Advantages

 The highest level of accuracy

 No buffering

Disadvantages

 Processing is postponed to the end of each 
window 

Correlated approach
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Fully incremental Approach (1)

No window concept

 The highest level of accuracy

 No buffering

 No delay
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Fully Incremental Approach (2)

Step1: wait to establish at least three messages in each direction

Step2: Look for accurate messages

First Synchronization

If the pair is not qualified, it is dropped
Detection method:

Lower bound

Upper bound
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Fully Incremental Approach (3)

Accurate Message Improves Sycnhronization Accuracy
- accuracy is the difference between the minimum and maximum possible drifts between the 

two clocks

Accuracy1=L1max .drift−L1min .drift

L1max .drift>L2max .drift

L2max .drift

Accuracy1>Accuracy2
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Fully Incremental Approach (4)

 Only Lmax or Lmin is changed when an accurate pair is received

Step3: adjust-bounds

Update Lmax

Each synchronization in the Fully Incremental
approach requires O(1) time, on average
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Results (1)
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Results (2)

Average delay =0.91 sec 
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Fully incremental Approach (5)

Advantages

 Performance: Each synchronization requires O(1) time, on average.

 High level time accuracy

 No delay

 No buffering 

Features

 Analysis: Appropriate data are filtered prior to synchronization computations. 

No window consideration
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“Reference Node Selection in 
Dynamic Tree“
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Key problem

Refrence Node Selection

1) For any node in Spanning Tree, the 
shortest paths to every other node are 
computed. 

2) The best time reference node (RN) is the 
node which has the smallest paths to all.

3) All nodes in the network synchronize their 
time with the reference node through 
those paths.

 It takes O(n^2 ) time to find the RN.

 A fixed RN?

- Costs synchronization accuracy.

- A single point of failure.
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Reference Node Position 

Total accuracy

 Pv i
 < v i ,v i+1 , .. . , RN  > 

 The position of RN is critical to 
decrease the total time conversion error 
through all paths. 

Total Synchronization ErrorT  = ∑
i = 1

n

∑
j = 1

l

weight e j
on  Pvi

T: < v1 ,v 2 , .. . , vn  > v1

v6

v9

v8v5

v7v4

v3 v2

w1

w2w3

w4

w5

w6

w7

w8
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Dynamic Reference Node (1)

New Node Connection 

 The number inside each vertex shows 
the Descendant Size 

 Propagation along the path from the 
parent of “v” to the RN

 Comparison between two nodes
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Dynamic Reference Node (2)

Cycle/ Cut and Add (1)

 Orphan path: < o2 , ..., on−1 >

 Small path: < s1 , s2 , ..., sn >

 Extended path: < e1 , e2 , ..., en >

RN is in Extended path 
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Dynamic Reference Node (3)

Cycle/ Cut and Add (2)

 RN does not change when:

- Cut and add are in one side of RN

- RN has many branches    
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Dynamic Reference Node (4)

Joining Two Trees

1) Edge (RNST, RNBT)  → RNBT

2) Edge (RNST, ei) →                                     
              Reverse path <ei, ei+1, …, RNBT>

3) Edge (mi, RNBT) → RNBT                            
   Reverse path < RNST, m1, …, mn>

4)  Edge (mST, eBT) → RNBT                             
  Reverse path < RNST, m1, …, mn>             
  Candidate RN Є <ei, ei+1, …, RNBT>
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Data set (1)

RN changes

Number of each operation, from one million operations
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Data sets (2)

Number of descendant Size update in each operation

Merge positions
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Result

Proposed method O(log n)

10000 nodes= 32.53 sec.                                      10000 nodes= 0.33 sec.

60000 nodes= 1549.92 sec.                                  60000 nodes= 4.92 sec. 

Updating the reference node in a dynamic network with one million operations
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“Minimum Spanning Tree Maintenance 
in Dynamic Tree“
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Kruskal's Algorithm for Minimum Spanning Tree

 Running Time =  O(m log n)   m = edges, n = nodes

 The steps are:

1)  The edges are placed in a priority queue

2)  Until we have added n-1 edges

i. Extract the lowest edge from the queue

ii.  If it forms a cycle, eliminate it

iii. Else add it to the tree
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Challenges in Dynamic Minimum Spanning Tree

 Two cases can occur:

1) Edge is in Tree and new weight is less than previous (no effect)
 It is the characteristic of Fully incremental Approach

1) Edge is not in Tree
 Add without cycle (no effect) 
 Add with cycle (effect)

Accuracynew<Accuracy previous
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Dynamic MST

a

b

cd

fe

g

h i

j k

l

Loop in MST

Who has the 
greatest weight?

New link

Evert (h)

h

g

e i

j k

l

Make vertex h the root of its tree

parent(g)= h
parent(e)= g
parent(a)= e

f

a

b

cd
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Data set 

Number of each operation, from one million operations

Nodes Added link1 Removed link2 Total

Dataset1 10000 45449 946879 992328

Dataset2 20000 76404 908556 984960

Dataset3 30000 102672 874761 977433

Dataset4 40000 125650 844322 969972

Dataset5 50000 145733 816753 962486

Dataset6 60000 164104 790885 954989

1)  The new connection is added to the MST and one of other edges in the cycle is removed by 
MST algorithm

2)  The new connection has the highest weight in cycle and is removed by MST algorithm
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Result

    Proposed method O(log n)

  Old approach requires 1.440216 sec. to find MST once in a cluster with 10000 simulated nodes.

  For 992328 changes in MST: 992328* 1.440216 = 1429166.662848 sec. ~ 396 hours = 16.5 
days!!

10000 nodes= 0.36 sec.

60000 nodes= 7.79 sec. 
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Conclusion

 Resynchronization rate per edge
- Performance: Each synchronization requires O(1) time, on average.

- High level time accuracy

- No delay

- No buffering

 

 Resynchronization rate per network
- Reference node selection

- Synchronization path update

- Performance: Each update requires O(log n) time, on average.

 Error reduction and continuity
 Scalability 
 Robustness 
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Thank you

Online Distributed Trace Synchronization

DORSAL

www.lttng.org

E-Mail: 

           masoume.jabbarifar@polymtl.ca 

 michel.dagenais@polymtl.ca
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